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NIS America is a subsidiary 
of Nippon Ichi Software, 
Inc., a Japanese company 
famous for its unique line of 
strategy RPGs including 
titles such as Disgaea, 
Phantom Brave, and Makai
Kingdom.  
In 2003, NIS America was 
established in Southern 
California to publish exciting 
and innovative game titles 
for North America.        
NIS America’s team 
members devote 
themselves to the fans. Our 
respect for our fans is at the 
heart of everything we do.  
As a growing strategy RPG 
publisher in the U.S., we are 
committed to continuous 
improvement and 
dedication.

About NIS America

Gust Co., LTD. (Gust) was 
established on October 1st, 
1993 in Nagano, Japan as an 
entertainment software 
developer. Gust strives to 
create sensible new games 
that continually advance 
gaming technology to fulfill 
the dreams and expectations 
of their fans around the 
world.

For Immediate Release

Santa Ana, CA (October 2, 2009) – NIS America revealed today that the much 
anticipated PlayStation®3 title Atelier Rorona will be making its way here next summer.  
The popular alchemic RPG series from Gust makes an evolutionary change with Atelier 
Rorona. The anime style characters and backgrounds remain, but they have been  
upgraded with a stunning cell-shaded animation style. The basic game play carries over 
the tradition of the Atelier series, using alchemy as the main focal point. Like the 
previous series, players can craft new items and also battle enemies using the power of 
alchemy.

Key Features
Support Battle: Atelier Rorona adopts a unique type of turn based battle system. You 
will have a set of attackers that can be supported by your team throughout the battle 
with support actions.

Massive Item Crafting: Over 100 items to craft. Players can search for ingredients 
throughout the world and create new items using what they’ve found.

Over 30 different Endings: Depending on how you interact with characters and 
complete your missions, the ending will change, making for extremely high replay value.
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